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EDITORS PLEA:
I really do hate to begin the last AAHABV

newsietter of the 20th Century with a plea but I decided

•
that it was the best, in fact it was the only way that I
could be fairiy sure that Y'all (my use of familiar term is
to assure you that I continue to be your good friend ©
from Texas) would read this message so here
is my ·plea" with a very big ·SE." Plea SE do your
part by paying the small amount of dues that is
necessary for all of us to share the costs of making
AAHABV the kind of quality organization you can be
proud of.

If there is one consistent piece of input from all
of you out there, it is that the. HAB materials and
information that we make available not only must be
very valuable, it must look professional. We hope you
will agree that we have come a long way towards
accomplishing this but still have a long way to go.
Also, as you know, such an objective doesn't come
free. .Thus please pay your dues promptly and don't
make Sally Walshaw, our dedicated Secretary
!Treasurer beg you to do what you really want to do
anyway.

Included in this issue is an AAHABV
flier/application form that you can copy as many as
you'd like, fill one out for yourself (if appropriate) and
give the others to other likely potential members.

PLEA....SE help your organization (AAHABV)
to have an even greater impact for good as we move
together into the 21 st Century.

•

MESSAGE FROM YOUR
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

By now you are no doubt finding
refere·nces to the end of this millenium almost trite
and perhaps overdone. However, we think we
would be amiss if we didn't at least acknowledge
the tremendous progress that has occurred in this
last half century relative to "modem" rediscovery
and recognition of the Human-Animal Bond as a
living and powerful phenomenon. Springing from
Dr. Boris Levinson's work in the late 50's to the
formalized recognition and activities of various
university centers/programs; to the work of
numerous early individual pioneering efforts; to
the establishment of nationally and internationally
recognized organizations such as the Delta
Society; to formal recognition by the AVMA in the
establishment of the AVMA HAB working group
changing to a full standing committee; and

CD Please submit news, articles, events,
awards and anything of interest for Mure
issues of the AAHABV Newsletter to Lynn
Anderson, 162 Artillery Post Road, Fort
Sam Houston, TX 78234 or to e-mail at
andersonlj@hotmail.com
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liThe success of our profession depends
on our compassionate understanding

and application of the living bond
between people and their animals."

Leo K. Bustad, DVM, PhD

By NATHAN L1PPO , MSU VET CLASS OF
2002

ONLY A MOMENT.....BuT
FOREVER REMEMBERED.

***********************************************'**************

"I remember falling asleep with him at my
feet every time, I remember always being greeted
at the door when I came home, and I remember
the night I watched as he was put to sleep."

spnngrng directly from that, the American
Association of Human-Animal Bond Veterinarians
(AAHABV), of which you are all a part.

Now add to that the ever growing interest
and added advocacy of the various HAB
programs at various universities, nationwide, state
and local organizations, and from groups such as
Vet One. One cannot help but be excited about
the future. We have come so very far and yet
have only just begun.

As your board, we are committed to
helping you continue this great work. As we
celebrate the successes of the 1900's and
tremble with
excitement at the
unlimited
potential of the
2000's, we quote
from the late Leo
K. Bustad, DVM,
PhD, whose
indelible imprint
will forever guide
and strengthen
the Human-
Animal Bond concept. He said it best when he
stated that "the success of our profession
depends on our compassionate understanding
and application of the living bond between people
and their animals."

May we move forward in this positive
tradition. Your current Board

Caroline Schaffer, President; John Wright,
President-Elect; Sally Walshaw, SecretarYfTreasurer;
PerrY Chumley, Immediate Past President; Gail Golab,
Board Member; Earl Strimple, Board Member; Guy
Hancock, Board Member; Lynn Anderson, Newsletter
Editor.

While that may not be a direct quote from
anyone person that I interviewed for this project,
those statements do· sum up the recollections
when they were asked ·to describe what they
remember from their first pet. What I found very
interesting was that most people's memories of
their companion animals were strongest for those
pets in which they had a part in the animals death,
not necessarily their first pet or a more recent
one:

This led me to the conclusion that an
animals' death, which in real time usually lasts
only a fraction of the pet's whole life, can create a

lasting memory
that partially
defines the
pet's existence
in the minds of
their owners.
As few days, or
even hours, at
the end of
sixteen or so
years of a pet's
life can

strengthen the memories of the owner for that
pet's whole life. However, the strengthening can
be either positive or negative. This is why, as •
vet~rinarians, the process of euthanasia of a
client's pet must be done with compassion,
respect, and gauged to the client's state of mind..

I worked at a small animal emergency
clinic for two years. During that time I was directly
involved in countless euthanasia procedures, for
the pets of client's, friends, co-workers, and even
my own. I learned how to approach the situation
from the veterinarian that was working there at the
time. When a client chose to euthanize their pet,
she would always explain the procedure in a
calm, soothing voice telling the client how the
euthanasia would take place and what to expect
She would insist that a blanket be placed around
the pets' body. She would wait until the client was
ready, regardless of how busy the clinic was at
the time. When she entered the room to perform
the procedure, she would also always talk to the
pet, and reassure the client that it would be okay
for them to talk to their pet and hold him or her in
their final moments.

From her I learned to approach the
euthanasia procedure with compassion, respect,
and with a mind towards the client or person
whose pet was being put down. From this project.
and my own experience, I believe that is the best
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Visit our web site at
atlp:llmembers.aol.com/guyh7Iaahabv.htm and
click on the link to Human Animal Bond Programs,
Hospice, and other links of interest. On that page
you'll find a link to "Hospice Concepts and End of
Life Care for Animals."

ORGANIZATION WEB

SITES OF INTEREST:

NOTE: The preceding was the first of three
papers written by Veterinary Students of the
College of Veterinary Medicine, Michigan State
University, that were written as a part of their
"Perspectives in Veterinary Medicine II (VM 521)
class." All three papers were submitted as among
the best of those resulting from an assigned
"Animal Death and Human Emotion Project."
They will appear in this and the next two issues of
the AAHABV Newsletter.

A few days later I received a letter from
her in which she wrote that the way Teddy had
been cared for in the days prior to his death and
after was something she would never forget. She
thanked me for wrapping him in the baby blanket, .
keeping his head uncovered. She said that is
exactly how she would have done it. She also
wrote that having someone to talk to and
understand her feelings was the greatest
Christmas present she could receive during this
.unfortunate time.

Although I only knew Teddy and his owner
for a few days out of my twenty-four years of life, I
will never forget them because of what we shared
and what I was able to do for her. ....and I believe
that she will never forget it either.

way to approach the emotion for those people
that are faced with the death of their beloved pet,
and when I have to perform a euthanasia or a pet
dies under my care, I hope to be able to leave a
positive lasting memory for the pet in the owner's
mind.

If I may, I'd like to write about a memory of
my own dealing with the death of a pet. Again, it
was at the emergency clinic where I worked. It
It was three days before
w~now Christmas when a lady
C~ brought in Teddy, a twelve
~ I year old mixed breed dog
WOl4!'j~oibotd: with congestive heart
~w£th,»'o/ failure. He had been on
lhiIt medication for awhile but

(
INI:A.,.:dL,r"l had been getting worse.
m..,.."""'....."..._/ The lady wanted to treat

whe.wi-w Teddy, so he was admitted
wccD<:.etL to the hospital.
Ted4Y'S'own.er. Despite treatment,
T'£.:UII 1-:UII n, over the next two days
, '....,.. .............~ that' Teddy's condition only
~WOl4!'~ worsened. During this time
for an.other his owner came to visit him
vf4,(;(; I uild';her many times. It being a
that'I wou.ld.- holiday. . season, I. was

P
t.d:T~AA.. ' putting in a lot of time and
~ IN\I saw her almost every time

at1.I~YOO'mI' she visited (in fact, she
for her, but wondered if I ever left the
~R:oppe<L~ hospital.)
and"~ We talked many
UNtII"l.. CC[£ times about her memories
"'-"'~'.\' of Teddy, and I spoke of my
'L1M'l.& own pets, and most

importantly about the fateful
day when we would have to put them to sleep.

It was now Christmas morning. I was just
about done with my shift (midnight) when in
walked Teddy's owner. Thinking that she was
back for another visit I told her that I would put
Teddy in an exam room for her, but she stopped The hospice page contains a question and
me and said simply, "it's time." She wanted to answer discussion about end of life care for
bury Teddy at home so following the euthanasia animals modeled after the human hospice
procedure I carefully wrapped him in a nice white concept At the top of the page is a link to a list of
baby blanket with a silk trim, leaving his head web sites for organizations dealing with end of life
uncovered. I carried him out to the owner's car, issues. The links on this page will take you to
but when I turned to go back inside, the owner their sites, which I have not visited. One site of
stopped me, gave me a big hug and thanked me particular interest is the Missoula Demonstration
for everything I had done for her over the past few Project This is a 15 year research study of dying
days: At that point...well...1 lost the composure I in a small town in Montana. I emailed Dr. Ira

•

usually have during these times and cried with her Byock, the principal MD on this study, to suggest
II right there in the parking lot. including some research about the presence of
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animals and their impact. If you have knowledge
of previous research studies or suggestions for
collaboration you can contact him or the Project.

I would be interested if hearing about your
impressions of some of these web sites and their
relevance to end of life issues for companion
animals. Guy Hancock, AAHASV Board Member

Editor's Note: We would also be very interested
in knowing of websites of special quality and
applicability to all aspects of the HAS. We would
like to put links to the most relevant and highest
quality sites on our web site. Again our web site
is at attp:/Imembers.aol.com/guyh7/aahabv.htm

*************************" .. ***********************************

process of euthanasia has not been included in .
human hospice because, as we know,
euthanasia is not considered ethical in humans.
Does it follow that the term, "hospice," connotes
death by natural causes to veterinary health
professionals and their clients?

As we know, the veterinary profession has
provided euthanasia as an ethical option for our
terminally ill patients since the dawn of our
profession. Isn't it the expectation and belief of
most of our clients and our veterinary health
professional team that euthanasia is a preferred
option for accomplishing companion animal
transition from quality of life to quality of death in
most instances?

•

Editorial:

Hospice Terminology and
Ethics: Does Terminology
Have Potential to Harm ?
By John S. Wright, DV.M.*

The term, "hospice," has recently gained
popularity in the veterinary profession. With the
adoption of a term that originates from the
practice of nursing of human patients to the care
of veterinary patients the veterinary profession
should thoughtfully consider the differences in the
ethics between human and animal end of life
choices prior to widespread use of this term. So,
what is hospice?
J

Guy Hancock D.V.M. has written, "Hospice is a
system which provides compassionate comfort
care to patients at the end of their lives and also
supports their families in the bereavement
process. It includes comprehensive nursing care
as well as psycho- social and spiritual care for the
patient and family. Hospice is built on the nursing
model, in contrast to the medical model of care.
Hospice is not about heroic medical interventions
that prevent quality of life in a pointless attempt to

.;o:,v·.... prolong it.':' Most·of us·in the veterinary profession
would agree that this is a model to which we
aspire and think is laudable.

Until very recent times, the term, "hospice," has
been applied exclusively to human patients. The

Adaptation of the term, "hospice," may be
problematic for our profession for several
reasons:
1. This terminology may lead our clients to
believe that there is an expectation and
preference that the life of their companion animals
end by natural causes rather than euthanasia.
2. Clients may prolong needless suffering of their
companion animals despite a poor quality of life

_', ~" aDd poor prog!J~,...,..#_..:.: ..... "",," .; _ ,'C'

3. Clients may unnecessarily expend economic •
and emotional resources as long as they are ~
providing, "hospice," care. .
4. Veterinary health professionals may not take
kindly to popular use of a term that they and their
clients perceive connotes death by natural causes
5. Veterinary health professionals may encounter
unnecessary emotional stress in their lives due to
the perceptions the term, "hospice," may imply to
clients and other veterinary professionals due to
excessive prolongation of life with suffering and
poor prognosis.
6. Unnecessary guilt may arise and have
emotional consequences for all parties involved
attended by unresolved grief.
7. Collaboration with other professions vital to
this area may be jeopardized due to use of
terminology that usually doesn't fit the reality.

Adoption of an inappropriate term may make it
more difficult for the veterinary profession to
concentrate on what is most helpful for people,
animals, and the veterinary profession at the time
of animal end of life transitions. The veterinary
profession can accomplish this by many means,
some of which are listed below: (e
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• Providing excellent medical and comfort
care to patients

•
• Using excellent communication skills

~ Providing an emphasis on a team approach
within veterinary clinics as well as
collaboration with and resources for
professions that provide spiritual and psycho
social support services by licensed
professionals who are empathetic to the
attachment people have for companion
animals
Empowering clients to make choices that are
appropriate for the unique circumstances of
each case
Facilitating choices in each unique
circumstance by having a wide range of
resources and options available
Providing an emphasis on preserving the
emotional and spiritual health of all concerned

• Preparing clients early for end of animal life
decision making rather than crisis decision
making
Applying a process of ethical decision making
to veterinary practice

Georgina, a
Tulsa Zoo
giraffe,
grooms her
new baby
shortly after
it was born
in Tulsa,
Okla.
(Associated
Press
Photorrulsa
World, Tracy
S. Monis)

The term, "hospice," may be simple and easy for
us to use. It also may be misleading and
inappropriate at this time. Some veterinary health

• professionals argue that the term hospice is an
~ . inappropriate choice of words for the veterinary

profession until the time euthanasia is considered
ethically and legally appropriate as a means of
ending life in humans. If we must attach a name
to this stage of care this writer would suggest a
descriptive term such as, 'Veterinary Terminal
Life Transitions," would be more appropriate.

Dr. Wright is an adjunct faculty and visiting
veterinarian at the University of Minnesota
College of Veterinary Medicine in the Department
of Small Animal Clinical Sciences

****************************************************

liThe greatest pleasure of a dog is
that you may make a fool of yourself
with him and not only will he not
scold you, but he will make a fool of
himself too." --Samuel Butler

**************************************************************

.,****************************************************
~"" '~.' '

;;~

'\

"THE FUTURE: OF VETERINARY
SCIENCE IN THE REGION"

The following is' the "after dinner" speech
presented by Professor Odendall, one of our
international members, at the Zimbabwe
Veterinary Association's Congress on 16
September 1997 in Triangle, Zimbabwe. It is
reprinted with permission. Dr. Odendall is a
Professor and Faculty member within the
Department of Veterinary Ethology. University of
Pretoria, Onderstepoort, Republic of South Africa.

Introduction
People are by nature dodgers,

procrastinators; they prefer to take short cuts, are
experts in categorizing, tend to explain things in
the simplest terms possible and they love their
comfort zones. Even the highly rated human
activity of science was described by the eminent
philosopher Karl. Popper as the 'art of
oversimplification." '-Tfie"SeSW-eeping ~statements~'''·'''';

obviously have their exceptions, otherwise there
would have been no progress.

Ways of avoiding the present are to live
either in the past or the future. These thought
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"In the third wave, veterinary
science is moving towards a

greater human orientation. We
have finally realized that we are

in a human business, because
veterinarians fulfil human

needs...

•

gymnastics are just another way of saying we
cannot cope with reality or even worse. we don't
understand what it is all about. Life is complex
and who needs complexity? It is much easier and
safer to analyze the past and then blame
everything that is wrong in the current situation on
that past. We often need to be reminded that
blaming is no solution. On the other hand, it
sounds so intelligent to predict the future. It gives
one mystic powers and an insight which most
people lack - and if the prediction is wrong, who
cares? Clem Sunter, a modem-day prophet, said
that it is better to be vaguely right than completely
wrong. So let's play the game and say something
about the future, but not without looking at today's
realities - those issues that are so close to our
skins that we prefer to ignore them.

Making Waves
In evaluating the position of Veterinary

Science, I would like .to borrow from the futurist
Alvin Toffler's line of thinking. He said that
modem man's development can be described in
three phases, which he called waves. Waves
indicate that the process is dynamic, it is a
growing movement building up impetus and
energy to a point of no return. This metaphor
describes the opposite of a sudden and clear
change which could immediately be identified
when it happens. Waves are subtle and are often
only recognized at their height.

Toffler's first wave is the development of
agriculture, the second the industrial revolution
and the third the
information explosion.
Again, it might be a very
simplistic way of
explaining man's cultural
evolution. For example.
one may ask who man
is? Is man
representative of the 11
people who walked the
moon and the selected
few who could play with
remote-controlled toys on Mars? Should man not
rather be defined by the masses living in
developing countries in South America, Asia and
Africa? Let us dodge this question for the time
being and move on to Veterinary Science.

It seems that our profession also eVolved
along a three-wave history. Formal training of
veterinarians began during the Enlightenment
when the first Faculty was established in 1762 in

Lyon, France. The initial training was aimed at
treating production animals, and this approach
was true for all other Faculties established in the •
world. The motivation for the training of
veterinarians was to ensure healthy animals for
increased production and our higher calling was
to help provide food for the nation. In our own
region, Arnold Theiler became a world-famous
veterinarian for his pioneering work in controlling
and eradicating diseases affecting farm animals.
These efforts were strongly supported by the
State, which has a responsibility towards the
provision of food for the nation.

It is clear that the first wave in veterinary
science was also an agricultural one. As
outbreaks of devastating diseases diminished, the
interest in veterinary services declined. Although
the state still employs veterinarians, one gets an
idea of the profession's standing in the eyes of
the State when one considers what they are
prepared to pay for these highly qualified
professionals. One may deduce that our
successes in the agricultural field led to our
downfall. We are simply not indispensable any
more and we are threatened by no other than
animal scientists who were trained by
agriculturists.

The second wave was the inevitable. •
Veterinarians are clever people and they found a
way out of this situation. They kept on improving -
their technical skills till these now often match the
level of expertise in the medical field. Their
individualism let them move away from state

support and the
establishment of private
practices became the trend.
These self-sustained units
have no limit to their
income. This wave became
so strong that the largest
organized group in the
veterinary profession is the
World Small Animal
Veterinary Association. The
move away from state

dependent reproduction animal veterinary
services to private companion animal practices
was also. indicated in a number of surveys in
different countries. Thus, without any official
announcement, veterinary science transformed
itself to assume a new role'in society. Its slogan
is no longer 'food for the nation,' but cleverness
by specialization and high technology.
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*********************************************************

unpredictable scenarios. It is a matter of 'que
sera sera' - we have to surrender to fate, to those
forces we can do nothing about. However, there
are people who believe that our future is not
waiting for us, but that it is approaching us. What
is coming to us is at least partially determined by
our actions in the here and now. One reason why
we often believe that we have no choice about the
future, is that we don't deal effectively with our
present. Somebody said the future belongs to
those who think about it, but is is closer to the
truth to say that the future belongs to those who
do something about it. If we attend to our current
needs and problems, we can create a more
predictable future.

I will thus not predict the future and it
doesn't matter in which wave you find yourself.
The challenge is to determine, now, how your
future will be. This can only be done by dealing
with current problems while keeping the future in
mind. Our future begins today.

The Future of Veterinary Science
In the case of humankind, people are still

involved in all three of Toffler's waves. It was not
a linear evolution that took everybody along to the
next wave. The same is true for the three
veterinary waves. Our profession is still involved
in agriculture, technical specialization and human
oriented services. This model is again a simplistic
picture of-a very complicated phenomenon.- that Jimmy Sjoblom of Waunakee, Wis., gives a helping
is where we are today. hand to a 2-month-old Dalmatian puppy in need of a

Looking at the future, I want to present to cool drink after walking along Riverside Drive in Beloit
you a different view. Most of us believe that we Wis., Sunday, July 7, 1996. The puppy belongs to a

•

are moving forward towards a dark and uncertain friend of Jimmy'S. (Associated Press Photo/Beloit Daily
future and that such a future has many News, Tom Holoubek)
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In the third wave veterinary science is
moving towards a greater human orientation. We

•
finally have realized that we are in a human
business, because veterinarians fulfil human
needs via animal ownership. Veterinarians
became increasingly involved in animal- welfare
and environmental ethical issues;
Multidisciplinary approaches gained a new
meaning in the sense that, wherever animals are
topical, veterinarians', can make valuable
contributions. As the comprehensive role of
animals in human life is unfolding in the study of
human-animal interaction, veterinarians are
consulted to make it mutually beneficial. They
form an integral part of health teams striving for
and maintaining the physical and mental health of
humans. The basis of veterinarians' involvement
is helping to provide healthy and well-adapted
animals. Their role is in giving advice on keeping
the right animals in the right environment, either
with regard to the breeding and selection of
animals, or in changing their environments. The
equilibrium between animals and human
environment has become a critical issue in
veterinary science, because it si also the
foundation of animal welfare and well-being.

Positive and successful human-animal

•

interaction should be established and secured for
longer periods and this is the key to the
profession's survival in the next century. The
second wave thus moved from technical expertise
to client care. Emphasis is placed on the human
side of practice, which is dependent on proper
communication. Human-to-human
communication stems from the word
communicare in Latin and its meaning is to share,
but also note that the 1st part of the word spells
'care.' In a certain sense we have changed from
high tech to high touch practice.
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Estnblishud In July 1993, th~
ohjectlves of AArrADV nre:. I
• To further veterinary aware

ness of the hUllIon-onlmai
honll

• To (urUler scientific progress
in the area of the hUlIIon
nnimnl bon"

• To further eelucatlonal oppor
tunities in the area of the
humnn·animnl hond ';,,.

• To eneournge veterinary',
partlclpallon In Illlman-anl
mal bond Betlvlllea willa
related orgnnizations ancl
disciplines

• To exploro the potential for
establishing a veterinary
specially in the a{ea of the
human':lIIhnal bonel
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